Abstract. Short survey based on talk at the Poisson 2012 conference. The main aim is to describe and give some examples of wild character varieties (naturally generalising the character varieties of Riemann surfaces by allowing more complicated behaviour at the boundary), their Poisson/symplectic structures (generalising both the Atiyah-Bott approach and the quasi-Hamiltonian approach), and the wild mapping class groups.
Introduction
To fix ideas recall that there is already a much-studied class of Poisson varieties attached to Riemann surfaces, as follows.
Let G be a connected complex reductive group, such as G = GL n (C), with a nondegenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form on its Lie algebra. Then there is a Poisson variety, the G-character variety, attached to any Riemann surface Σ:
(1) Σ → Hom(π 1 (Σ), G)/G, taking the space of conjugacy classes of representations in G of the fundamental group. In brief these spaces are complex symplectic if Σ is compact (without boundary) and in general they are Poisson with symplectic leaves obtained by fixing the conjugacy class of the monodromy around each boundary component.
The first symplectic approach to such spaces of fundamental group representations was analytic [AB83] and subsequently there were many alternative, more algebraic, approaches to these character varieties, such as [Gol84, Kar92, FR93, Hue95, Jef95, Wei95, AMR96, GHJW97, AMM98]. Several applications are discussed in the surveys [Ati90, Aud95] .
One of the interesting features is that these character varieties are finite dimensional Poisson manifolds which, unlike the vast majority of the Poisson manifolds appearing in classical mechanics, cannot be constructed out of finite dimensional cotangent bundles or coadjoint orbits. Rather, they are finite dimensional spaces naturally obtained from infinite dimensions, and this is the approach taken by AtiyahBott [AB83] (and this fact provided motivation for the above listed authors to seek a purely finite-dimensional approach).
However if one reads a little further in the Poisson literature it soon becomes apparent that there are other important Poisson manifolds which do not fit into this framework (of either being constructed out of finite dimensional cotangent bundles/coadjoint orbits or from moduli spaces of flat connections).
For example the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group U q (g) has an integral structure in which we can put q = 1 and obtain the following Poisson manifold:
where B ± ⊂ G are a pair of opposite Borel subgroups and δ : B ± → T is the natural projection onto the maximal torus T = B + ∩ B − . (Thus if G = GL n (C) we could take T to be the diagonal subgroup and B ± to be the upper/lower triangular subgroups and then δ is the map taking the diagonal part.) This statement is proved in [DCKP92] , [DCP93] Theorem p.86 §12.1, and an earlier version of this result at the level of formal groups is due to Drinfeld, cf. [Dri86] §3. These Poisson manifolds are also discussed in [STS83, FRT88, AM94, KS97] .
Two facts suggest that there might be some link between G * and spaces of connections: 1) G * is constructed in terms of the algebraic groups T, B ± (rather than say their Lie algebras) and algebraic groups were first considered, autonomously from Lie theory, as "Galois groups" for differential equations (see e.g. Chevalley's MR reviews of [Kol46a, Kol46b, Kol48] ), so naively one might guess that any natural space involving algebraic groups will have a 'differential equations' counterpart 1 ,
2) The symplectic leaves of G * are obtained by fixing the conjugacy class of the product b −1 − b + ∈ G (which is reminiscent of fixing the conjugacy class of monodromy around the boundary above).
Such considerations lead to the following:
Question: Is there a class of Poisson varieties associated to connections on Riemann surfaces, generalising the above spaces of fundamental group representations, and which includes the spaces G * ?
The main aim of this note is to describe the answer to this question (from [B99, B01b, B01a, B02a, B02b] ), and some more recent developments [B09, B11a] . In brief the answer is to consider more general algebraic connections than those parameterised by representations of the fundamental group-this algebraic viewpoint means that such moduli spaces are often overlooked in differential geometry, even though they parameterise objects well-known in algebraic geometry and the theory of differential equations, as will be explained. It turns out that spaces of such (more general) connections also have natural Poisson/symplectic structures. The classical ideas of Riemann and others on Fuchsian differential equations and the behaviour of their solutions (monodromy) lead to the character varieties, whereas more recent ideas, understanding the behaviour of solutions of non-Fuchsian equations, lead to the wild character varieties we will describe here.
The original motivation ( [B99, B01b] ) for this work was to better understand the theory of isomonodromic deformations, a class of nonlinear differential equations. Our secondary aim in this note is to explain how this comes about, i.e. how certain nonlinear differential equations may be understood geometrically from this set-up, of associating Poisson moduli spaces to Riemann surfaces.
For example, in the original context of the character varieties sketched above, suppose we vary the surface Σ in a smooth family over a base B. Then, via the map (1), we get a family of moduli spaces parameterised by B, and it turns out they fit together to form the fibres of a fibre bundle over B, which has a natural flat connection on it, i.e. a flat Ehresmann/nonlinear connection (the fibres, the character varieties, are not linear spaces). Integrating this flat connection yields a Poisson action of the fundamental group of the base on the fibres, i.e. a homomorphism
Typically π 1 (B, b) will be a braid or mapping class group (the fundamental group of a moduli space of pointed Riemann surfaces). Our second aim is to explain how to generalise this story: the notion of surface with marked points should (and will) be generalised and this leads to new spaces of deformation parameters whose fundamental groups act on the generalised character varieties by Poisson automorphisms. The simplest example involves the G-braid group, and gives a geometric derivation of the (so-called) quantum Weyl group action on G * .
1.1. From compact groups to hyperkähler manifolds. In fact most of the references [AB83, Gol84, Kar92, FR93, Hue95, Jef95, Wei95, AMR96, GHJW97, AMM98] deal with character varieties for compact groups, i.e. spaces of the form Hom(π 1 (Σ), K)/K for compact Lie groups K such as K = U n , rather than the complex reductive groups G = K C . Much of the motivation for the case of compact groups comes from the theorem of Narasimhan-Seshadri [NS65] relating such spaces to moduli spaces of stable vector bundles on Σ:
Theorem 1. Suppose Σ is compact and K = U n . Then the space
of irreducible representations of the fundamental group of Σ is a Kähler manifold and is isomorphic to the moduli space of stable degree zero rank n vector bundles on Σ.
In particular Hom irr (π 1 (Σ), K)/K has an underlying (real) symplectic structure and the results cited above gave various different constructions of this symplectic form. Whereas the Kähler metric depends on the complex structure of the surface Σ the symplectic structure is topological, and depends only on the underlying real two-manifold.
Here we are more interested in the case of complex reductive groups (i.e. groups which are obtained by complexifying compact groups). In this case, by complexifying the above constructions, one obtains a complex/holomorphic symplectic form on Hom irr (π 1 (Σ), G)/G, which is still topological. The corresponding extension of the theorem of Narasimhan-Seshadri was proved by is due to Hitchin, Donaldson, Corlette and Simpson ([Hit87, Don87, Cor88, Sim92]): Theorem 2. Suppose Σ is compact and G = GL n (C). Then the space
of irreducible representations of the fundamental group of Σ is a hyperkähler manifold and is isomorphic to the moduli space of stable degree zero rank n Higgs bundles on Σ.
In brief, the complexified Atiyah-Bott construction realises Hom irr (π 1 (Σ), G)/G as a complex symplectic quotient of an infinite dimensional vector space, and thereby explains why it is symplectic. Hitchin's approach to Theorem 2 is a strengthening of this symplectic quotient construction, into a hyperkähler quotient. Since our focus is the Poisson/symplectic geometry, this will not be discussed further here, although it should be noted that one of the original motivations in [B01b] for generalising the Atiyah-Bott symplectic structure was to obtain new hyperkähler manifolds, by also extending Theorem 2: this was done in [BB04]-i.e. the generalised/irregular AtiyahBott symplectic quotient (of [B99, B01b] ) was strengthened there into a hyperkähler quotient-this hyperkähler story is surveyed in [B12b] .
Riemann-Hilbert
Suppose G = GL n (C). To understand how to generalise Hom(π 1 (Σ), G)/G it is worth carefully considering the following:
Question: What objects are parameterised by Hom(π 1 (Σ), G)/G?
First, a differential geometer may well quote:
Theorem 3. Consider the set of pairs (V, ∇) where V → Σ is a C ∞ rank n complex vector bundle and ∇ is a flat connection on V . Then there is a bijection
obtained by taking a connection to its monodromy representation.
Secondly, a complex geometer may well note that the (0, 1) part of such a flat connection determines a holomorphic structure on the bundle V , and in that holomorphic structure the connection is holomorphic, and thus derive the stronger result:
Theorem 4. Consider the set of pairs (V, ∇) where V → Σ is a rank n holomorphic vector bundle and ∇ is a holomorphic connection on V . Then there is a bijection
Thirdly an expert on differential equations may well recall that the notion of monodromy was introduced by Riemann in his work on the hypergeometric differential equation, and one would like to use such monodromy data to classify algebraic differential equations (or connections). For example Hilbert's 21st problem is often interpreted in the following way:
Fix distinct complex numbers a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ C and consider the space of connections
on the trivial rank n bundle on the m-punctured plane Σ = C \ {a i }. Choosing a basepoint x ∈ Σ and taking the monodromy of the connections around loops based at x then yields a holomorphic map
between two spaces of the same dimension. A key point is that by considering such a space of algebraic connections we can talk about the algebraic structure of such moduli spaces (i.e. the algebraic structure on the space of coefficients A i ) and thus see that the Riemann-Hilbert map is a natural holomorphic map between two different algebraic varieties (generalising the matrix exponential when m = 1). Since the spaces on both sides are of the same dimension, and the map is bijective on an open neighbourhood of the trivial connection, one would like to know:
Question: Is this Riemann-Hilbert map surjective?
or even:
Question: is there a way to make this into a precise, bijective correspondence?
This first question was answered in the negative (for n, m sufficiently large) by Bolibruch (see [Bol94, Bea93] ). For the second question, the expert on differential equations, or an algebraic geometer, may well now recall Deligne's Riemann-Hilbert correspondence:
Theorem 5 ( [Del70] ). Suppose Σ is a smooth complex algebraic curve (not necessarily compact). Consider the set of pairs (V, ∇) where V → Σ is a rank n complex algebraic vector bundle and ∇ is an algebraic connection on V which has regular singularities at infinity. Then there is a bijection
Thus Deligne tells us exactly what are the "algebraic differential equations" (and the precise equivalence relation amongst them), that are parameterised by the fundamental group representations. (In fact he establishes a more general result in arbitrary dimensions.) Notice that, unlike in the holomorphic context, not all algebraic connections are considered: the condition of regular singularities at infinity means that the horizontal sections grow at most polynomially at each puncture (or equivalently that the bundle has an extension across any puncture in which the connection has at most a first order pole). In fact in the genus zero case Plemelj had proved earlier that all representations arise as monodromy of a regular singular connection (cf. [Bea93] ).
To clarify how vast is the class of connections which are missing in this correspondence, note the following:
Proposition 6 (cf. [BV83] p.28). Suppose ∇ is an algebraic connection on an algebraic vector bundle V → Σ which locally at a puncture takes the form
where k ≥ 2 and A k is not nilpotent. Then ∇ does not have regular singularities.
This suggests, therefore, where to look to find a generalisation of the character varieties: we should look at moduli spaces of connections which do not have regular singularities, i.e. irregular connections, and describe such moduli spaces in terms of monodromy-type data.
Fortunately a Riemann-Hilbert correspondence (on smooth algebraic curves for G = GL n (C)) for such connections has been worked out (starting with the preliminary work of Birkhoff [Bir13] , and leading to e.g. [Sib77, Jur78, BJL79, Mal91, DMR07]), although it is more complicated than the regular singular case (one should bear in mind that much of the theory of Riemann surfaces that we now take for granted, such as the uniformization theorem, was originally worked out in the context of understanding multivalued solutions of linear differential equations).
Before discussing spaces of generalised monodromy data in §4, we will first review the tame case in the next section. Section 5 will then describe the purely algebraic approach to the symplectic/Poisson structures on the wild character varieties and §6 will discuss some of the ideas in the proof. Many examples are then described in §7.
Remark 7. The above theorems imply that any irregular algebraic connection is holomorphically isomorphic to a regular singular algebraic connection. But this kills all the "new" moduli that occur in the irregular case: rather the aim is to construct interesting new moduli spaces generalising the character varieties, show they have all the key properties of the usual "tame" case and derive new features as well (such as the irregular braid group actions generalising the usual mapping class group). In particular the holomorphic maps (4) admit suitable irregular generalisations. The examples below show that the "new" moduli behave just like the familiar π 1 representations, and the simplest wild character varieties are actually isomorphic to tame cases (but there are many genuinely new moduli spaces, and the familiar spaces of fundamental group representations are just the tip of the iceberg).
Quasi-Hamiltonian approach to tame character varieties
Now we will recall the quasi-Hamiltonian approach to tame character varieties, which gives a clean algebraic approach to the Atiyah-Bott symplectic structures.
Suppose Σ is a compact Riemann surface of genus g with m ≥ 1 boundary components ∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ m , and let G be a complex reductive group as above (such as G = GL n (C)). Let M B (Σ) := Hom(π 1 (Σ), G)/G denote the corresponding character variety. Choose conjugacy classes C 1 , . . . , C m ⊂ G and let
denote the corresponding symplectic leaf of the character variety (parameterising connections with monodromy around ∂ i in C i ). The notation M B alludes to the fact that these are the "Betti moduli spaces" in the terminology of nonabelian cohomology.
Upon choosing suitable loops generating the fundamental group, the character variety Hom C (π 1 (Σ), G)/G clearly "looks like" a multiplicative symplectic quotient:
where G acts by diagonal conjugation, and [a, b] = aba
The quasi-Hamiltonian theory of Alekseev-Malkin-Meinrenken [AMM98] sets up a formalism of "Lie group valued moment maps" such that this actually is a multiplicative symplectic quotient 2 -and the symplectic structure on the character variety may be obtained algebraically in this way, from the structure of "quasi-Hamiltonian G-space" (upstairs) on G 2g × C j . As mentioned in [AMM98] this approach is a reinterpretation of an earlier construction of [Jef94, Hue95, GHJW97] (and the natural quasi-Hamiltonian two-form on conjugacy classes already played an important role in [GHJW97] ).
Without going too much into the details (see [AMM98] ) they showed that the space
(the internally fused double) is a "quasi-Hamiltonian G-space" with moment map µ(A, B) = [A, B] ∈ G, as is any conjugacy class C ⊂ G, with moment map given by the inclusion (a multiplicative analogue of a coadjoint orbit O ⊂ g * ∼ = g). They also defined a "fusion" operation which implies the product
inherits the structure of quasi-Hamiltonian G-space with moment map given by the product of the moment maps on each component, i.e.
precisely as required. Finally, they defined a reduction operation, a multiplicative analogue of the symplectic quotient, which implies the character variety, now identified with µ −1 (1)/G, inherits a genuine symplectic structure. In symbols:
where ⊛ is the fusion product, and / / denotes the multiplicative symplectic quotient.
2 In fact [AMM98] only considered compact groups and some of their proofs do not work directly in the noncompact case-the case of complex reductive groups was first considered in [B02b] , and a new approach to quasi-Hamiltonian geometry via Dirac structures, which works equally well in the noncompact case, was worked out later (see [ABM09] and references therein).
Thus by developing the theory of group valued moment maps it is possible to show the character varieties are finite dimensional multiplicative symplectic quotients 3 .
The isomorphism (5) depends on a choice of generators of the fundamental group, so does not reveal the intrinsic nature of the quasi-Hamiltonian set-up. A more intrinsic statement is as follows. This statement is the starting point of [B11a] and is essentially just a rephrasing of (the complexification of) the main result of [AMM98] . It immediately implies that the quotient
which is isomorphic to Hom(π 1 (Σ), G)/G, is a Poisson variety 4 . And moreover it follows directly that the symplectic leaves are the spaces µ −1 (C)/G m for any conjugacy class C = (C 1 . . . , C m ) ⊂ G m , i.e. they are the spaces M B (Σ, C) = Hom C (π 1 (Σ), G)/G with fixed local monodromy conjugacy classes. It is this statement that we will generalise.
Wild character varieties
In this section we will define the wild character varieties, which generalise the character varieties M B (Σ, C) ⊂ M B (Σ) considered above (which will henceforth be referred to as the "tame character varieties"). In the case G = GL n (C), much of this section is essentially a recollection of known results on the irregular RiemannHilbert correspondence. We have rephrased them in a convenient way, extended them to general complex reductive groups and shown how to obtain algebraic varieties (parameterising generalised monodromy data).
In brief one enriches the fundamental group representation by adding in the Stokes data. There are various ways to present this extra data and we will describe an 3 unfortunately to obtain the full hyperkähler structure, so far, it seems one has to start in infinite dimensions.
4 Similarly Theorem 8 also immediately implies that Hom(Π,
). This quasi-Poisson structure is mapping class group invariant, since the quasi-Hamiltonian structure on Hom(Π, G) is mapping class group invariant (either by direct computation as in [AMM98] , or since it comes from the intrinsic Atiyah-Bott approach). A new approach to this invariance in the GL n case appeared recently in [MT] . The reader might skip forward to see some simple examples of the new quasiHamiltonian spaces that appear, before mastering the details of the general definitions here.
4.1. Irregular curves. Fix a connected complex reductive group G, such as G = GL n (C), and a maximal torus T ⊂ G. A wild character variety M B (Σ) is then associated to an object called an "irregular curve" (or "wild Riemann surface") Σ. This generalises the notion of curve with marked points, in order to encode some of the boundary conditions for irregular connections. An irregular curve Σ (for fixed G) is a triple (Σ, a, Q) consisting of a smooth compact complex algebraic curve Σ, plus some marked points a = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) ⊂ Σ, for some m ≥ 1, and an "irregular type" Q i at each marked point a i . The extra data is the irregular type: an irregular type at a point a ∈ Σ is an arbitrary element Q ∈ t( K a )/t( O a ) where t = Lie(T ). If we choose a local coordinate z vanishing at a then
and we may write
A 1 z for some elements A i ∈ t, for some integer r ≥ 1. Note that we place no restriction on the coefficients A i . (The tame/regular singular case is the case when each Q i = 0, and in this case the wild character variety coincides with the usual space of fundamental group representations.) There are several variations of this definition (bare irregular curves, twisted irregular curves) discussed in [B11a] but they will not be needed here. Although it may seem very strange at first, this "irregular curve" viewpoint is very convenient, since it turns out that the extra moduli in the irregular types behaves just like the moduli of the curve, and so it makes sense to include it with the choice of the curve with marked points right from the start.
Connections on irregular curves.
Given an irregular curve Σ = (Σ, a, Q) we may consider algebraic connections on algebraic G-bundles on Σ • = Σ \ {a} such that near each puncture a i there is a local trivialisation such that the connection takes the form
for some g valued map Λ(z) (holomorphic across the puncture). In other words we consider connections whose irregular part is determined up to isomorphism by dQ i . From now on, given an irregular curve Σ, the words "a connection on Σ • " will always mean such an algebraic connection on a principal G-bundle on Σ
• . Note that local solutions to such connections near a i involve the essentially singular term exp(Q i ).
4.3. Irregular Riemann-Hilbert and Stokes local systems. One way to state the irregular Riemann-Hilbert correspondence in this context is that: Given an irregular curve Σ, the category (groupoid) of connections on Σ
• is equivalent to the category of Stokes G-local systems determined by Σ (cf. [B11a] Appendix A). This statement generalises Deligne's equivalence (Theorem 5) between regular singular connections on algebraic vector bundles on Σ
• , and local systems on Σ • . Thus Stokes local systems are topological objects that classify such algebraic connections.
A Stokes G-local system is defined as follows. Given the irregular curve Σ we may define two real surfaces with boundary Σ ֒→ Σ ։ Σ as follows: Σ is the real oriented blow-up of Σ at the points of a, so that each point a i is replaced by a circle ∂ i parameterising the real oriented direction emanating from a i , and the boundary of Σ is ∂ Σ = ∂ 1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ ∂ m . In turn each irregular type Q i canonically determines three pieces of data (see Appendix A below or [B11a] for full details):
2) a finite set A i ⊂ ∂ i of singular/anti-Stokes directions for all i = 1, . . . , m, and
The surface Σ ⊂ Σ is defined by puncturing Σ once at a point e(d) in its interior near each singular direction d ∈ A i ⊂ ∂ i , for all i = 1, . . . , m. For example we could fix a small tubular neighbourhood of ∂ i (a "halo") H i ⊂ Σ (so H i an annulus), and choose the extra puncture e(d) ∈ Σ to be on the interior boundary of H i near the singular direction d (as pictured in Figure 1 ). Theorem 9. The set of isomorphism classes of Stokes G-local systems for the irregular curve Σ (and thus the set of isomorphism classes of connections on Σ
• ) is naturally in bijection with the set of H orbits in Hom S (Π, G).
A slightly different approach to defining Σ will be described in Appendix B.
4.4. Wild character varieties. By choosing paths generating Π it is easy to see that the space Hom S (Π, G) of Stokes representations is naturally a smooth affine variety. The wild character variety M B (Σ) is defined to be the affine quotient
taking the variety associated to the ring of H-invariant functions. This means that the points of M B (Σ) correspond bijectively to the closed H orbits in Hom S (Π, G). Beware that in this notation Σ now denotes an irregular curve.
Note that if Σ is tame, i.e. if all the irregular types Q i are zero, then H = G m and the corresponding character variety
coincides with the usual space of conjugacy classes of representations of the fundamental group of the punctured curve.
In turn suppose we choose a conjugacy class C ⊂ H in the group H, so that C = (C 1 , . . . , C m ) where C i ⊂ H i is a conjugacy class in H i . Then we may consider the (locally closed) subvariety
defined by restricting to Stokes representations whose monodromy around ∂ i (based at b i ) is in the conjugacy class C i ⊂ H i , for i = 1, . . . , m. Again, in the tame case this specialises to the usual character variety with fixed conjugacy classes of local monodromy (since then C ⊂ H = G m ).
Remark 10. Beware that in the wild case in general the Stokes representations in M B (Σ, C) do not correspond to algebraic connections with fixed local monodromy conjugacy classes around the punctures. Rather, it is the conjugacy class of the socalled "formal monodromy" (in H i ) that we are fixing, rather than the actual local monodromy (in G) of the connections around the punctures. These two notions coincide in the tame case.
Symplectic and Poisson structures
Thus in summary the previous section defined the wild character varieties: an algebraic variety M B (Σ) attached to an irregular curve Σ, and for any choice of conjugacy class C ⊂ H, a subvariety M B (Σ, C) ⊂ M B (Σ). If we choose suitable paths generating the fundamental groupoid Π considered above, then again these spaces "look just like" a multiplicative symplectic quotient (cf. (11) below). The author noticed this after reading about the specific explicit examples considered by Jimbo-Miwa-Ueno in [JMU81] (see especially their equation (2.46)), although any mention of symplectic/Poisson geometry was absent there. Thus, after [AMM98] appeared, it was natural to ask if one could extend the theory of Lie group valued moment maps to incorporate such more general spaces (and thus give a finite dimensional/algebraic approach to the irregular Atiyah-Bott symplectic structures of [B99, B01b, BB04] ). This is indeed the case:
Given an irregular curve Σ, the space Hom S (Π, G) of Stokes representations is a smooth affine variety, which has the structure of quasi-Hamiltonian H-space with moment map
taking the formal monodromies.
The general quasi-Hamiltonian/quasi-Poisson yoga then immediately implies that the ring of H-invariant functions on Hom S (Π, G) is a Poisson algebra (i.e. that the affine quotient M B (Σ) is a Poisson variety), with symplectic leaves given by the subvarieties M B (Σ, C) with fixed formal monodromy conjugacy classes. In other words the spaces M B (Σ, C) are the multiplicative symplectic quotients of Hom S (Π, G) by H (at values of the moment map determined by C). This statement is a natural generalisation of Theorem 8 to the irregular case: if all the irregular types are zero, Theorem 11 specialises to Theorem 8.
This result was obtained in 2002 [B02b, B07a] in the case where the leading term A r ∈ t of each irregular type was regular semisimple, i.e. off of all of the root hyperplanes-this condition implies (but is not equivalent to) the centralizer groups H i each being a maximal torus. Note that in such cases (whenever H is abelian) Theorem 11 implies that Hom S (Π, G) is itself a complex symplectic manifold (the quasi-Hamiltonian two-form is then symplectic). These symplectic structures (on Hom S (Π, G) and M B (Σ, C)) were constructed analytically earlier in [B99, B01b] , and this analytic construction extends to the general case (cf. [BB04] for the hyperkähler strengthening of it, to the general case, for general linear groups). As we will see below, many interesting examples (such as G * ) appear already in this special case (with A r regular).
Fusion and Fission
Here we will mention some of the ideas in the proof of Theorem 11. One of the key ideas of [AMM98] (closely related to the Hamiltonian loop group viewpoint [Don92, MW98] ) is to construct moduli spaces of flat connections on an arbitrary surface by fusion, i.e. gluing together pairs of pants, thereby enabling an induction with respect to the genus and the number of poles. In the irregular case, the local picture at a pole is still too complicated to construct moduli spaces in one go: a new operation appears, enabling a further induction with respect to the order of the pole (or more precisely with respect to the number of "levels"-cf. Appendix A).
6.1. Fusion. The fusion idea (see Figure 2) gives a way to chop the Riemann surface up in to three-holed spheres (pairs of pants), and the quasi-Hamiltonian incarnation of this idea enables the full symplectic moduli space to be constructed by gluing together simple pieces: Using the fusion idea in the presence of irregular singular connections still enables an induction with respect to the genus and the number of poles, allowing a reduction to the case of just one pole (on a disc). However, this case is still too complicated to handle directly and another idea is needed: A new operation "fission" enables an induction with respect to the order of the poles, as mentioned above.
Choose an integer r ≥ 1 and an element A ∈ t in the Cartan subalgebra. Let ∆ be the unit disc in the complex plane with coordinate z and let Q 0 = A/z r be an irregular type at z = 0 with just one term. Consider the (local) irregular curve Σ = (∆, 0, Q 0 ). If we have an arbitrary irregular type Q = A i /z i (still on a disk), the key point is to prove that the corresponding space
of Stokes representations is a quasi-Hamiltonian G × H-space, where H = C G (Q)). This follows since A(Q) may be obtained by gluing a sequence of fission spaces end to end, for a nested sequence of centralizer groups H (see (8) below).
Thus Theorem 13 enables us to reduce the general case of Theorem 11 to the special case of the fission spaces G A r H . In turn this is much easier since the spaces G A r H are quite simple: Lemma 14. (see [B11a] , proof of Lemma 7.11, and [B02a] ) There are a pair of opposite parabolic subgroups P ± ⊂ G with H = P + ∩ P − and an isomorphism
where U ± = Rad u (P ± ) are the unipotent radicals of the parabolics.
Thus the main remaining step is to establish:
Theorem 15. For any r ≥ 1 and pair of opposite parabolics
This was established in [B02b, B07a] in the case when H = T was a maximal torus, in [B09] in the case r = 1 (for any H), and in [B11a] in general.
In these coordinates the moment map
where C ∈ G, h ∈ H and S ∈ (U + × U − ) r with S = (S 1 , . . . , S 2r ) and S even ∈ U − and S odd ∈ U + . The action of
Further [B02b] explains how these quasi-Hamiltonian structures may be derived from the irregular Atiyah-Bott approach of [B99, B01b] , and this explains why the resulting quasi-Hamiltonian structures have lots of nice properties (which may be checked algebraically, as in [B11a] ). Note that after [B99, B01b] appeared Woodhouse [Woo01] and Krichever [Kri02] wrote down some explicit formulae for these "irregular Atiyah-Bott" symplectic structures on Stokes data (in the case where the leading term A r at each pole was regular semisimple, for general linear groups).
One may see that the fission spaces yield new operations on the category of quasiHamiltonian spaces, as follows. First, the usual fusion picture may be phrased as follows. Let S denote the three-holed sphere. This yields a quasi-Hamiltonian G 3 -space M(S) = Hom(Π 1 (S), G), where Π 1 (S) denotes the fundamental groupoid of S with one basepoint on each boundary component. Similarly if Σ 1 , Σ 2 are two surfaces with just one boundary component then the spaces M(Σ 1 ), M(Σ 2 ) are quasiHamiltonian G-spaces. Then fusion amounts to the following gluing:
where the symbol denotes the gluing-which on the level of surfaces just glues the corresponding boundary circles together (cf. [B09] §5). Since M(S) is a quasiHamiltonian G 3 -space, and each gluing absorbs a factor of G, the result is a quasiHamiltonian G-space, as expected. Now, for the fission spaces, typically H will factor as a product of groups (e.g. if G = GL n (C) then H is a "block diagonal" subgroup) Figure 3 . Alternatively, perhaps more accurately, if the centraliser group H = H 1 ×H 2 is a product, then, once we cross the boundary of the halo and break the group from G to H, the two factors of H are completely independent and the inner annulus may break into two independent sheets, one for each factor, as indicated on the right of Figure 3 (cf. [B09, B11a] ). This Y -shaped piece defines a new operation enabling one to glue various surfaces (with H 1 , H 2 and G connections on them, respectively).
In particular the spaces A(Q) attached to an arbitrary irregular type Q = r 1 A i /z i (on a disk, as in (7)), may be obtained by gluing fission spaces end to end, as follows: Consider the nested chain of connected complex reductive groups
where H i ⊂ G is the centraliser of {A r , . . . , A i } ⊂ g. Then [B11a] Prop 7.12 shows there is an explicit "nesting" isomorphism of quasi-Hamiltonian G × H-spaces
where
is a fission space for the groups H i ⊂ H i+1 . The dimension of A(Q) may be computed as follows:
where R ⊂ t * is the set of roots of G and the "degree" of α • Q(z) ∈ C[z −1 ] is its pole order, i.e. the degree of the polynomial α • Q(z −1 ). In the tame case (Q = 0) the space A(Q) is just the double D(G) of [AMM98] , and if Q has regular semisimple leading term A r then A(Q) is the space C/L of [B02b, B07a] 
r with U ± the unipotent radicals of a pair of opposite Borel subgroups.
Putting all this together, given an arbitrary irregular curve Σ, upon choosing suitable generators of the corresponding groupoid Π = Π 1 ( Σ) the resulting explicit description of the space Hom S (Π, G) of Stokes representations is as follows:
where g is the genus of Σ (cf. [B11a] (36)). In particular (ignoring degenerate cases):
Further, given a choice of conjugacy classesC i ⊂ H i , i.e. a conjugacy classC = (C 1 , . . . ,C m ) ⊂ H then we can define a quasi-Hamiltonian G-space
for each i = 1, . . . , m. Thus if the singularity at a i is tame (Q i = 0) then C i =C i is a conjugacy class in G = H i , but in general it is different, and can be highly non-trivial even ifC i is a point. Then the symplectic wild character variety M B (Σ,C) arises as the multiplicative symplectic reduction: 
Fission varieties.
Note that the converse of Theorem 13 is not true: if we consider the class of symplectic/Poisson or quasi-Hamiltonian varieties which arise by gluing together conjugacy classes, pairs of pants and fission spaces, then one obtains a larger class of spaces than the wild character varieties (an example is described in [B09] ). We call this class of varieties the "fission varieties" (it is natural to include also the tame fission spaces of [B11b] ). This is in contrast to the tame case: by gluing together conjugacy classes and pairs of pants, only tame character varieties will be obtained.
Thus, in achieving our goal to construct the wild character varieties, a new building block was constructed, which leads to many new symplectic varieties, beyond those we were trying to construct. It is not clear if all the symplectic manifolds in this larger class enjoy all of the good properties that the wild character varieties have (such as being hyperkähler-cf. the conjecture in [B09] ).
6.4. Weighted conjugacy classes. The algebraic connections considered here are in fact much closer to considering meromorphic connections on G-bundles on the compact curve, i.e. allowing connections with poles (than to considering holomorphic connections on the open curve). An example of this extended viewpoint is the bijective irregular Riemann-Hilbert statement of [B01b] Cor. 4.9. Moreover in the full hyperkähler story one should consider such extensions, as well as the more general story with compatible parabolic structures at the poles (cf. [BB04, B12b] ), and in turn parahoric structures in the case of general reductive groups [B11b] . We have skipped this here to simplify the presentation, but in terms of the Betti moduli spaces it amounts simply to replacing each of the conjugacy classesC i ⊂ H i above by a "weighted conjugacy class" C i for H i , as in [B11b] §4. The key point is that C i is still a quasi-Hamiltonian H i -space, and so can be used to replaceC i in (10). (Such spaces appear in the Brieskorn-Grothendieck-Springer simultaneous resolution, and such ideas lead to the fact that the resolution map is a quasi-Poisson moment map [B11b, B12a] .) In the tame case for GL n this amounts to adding a filtration preserved by the local monodromy, as was considered by Levelt [Lev61] (2.2) and Simpson [Sim90] for logarithmic connections on (parabolic) vector bundles, enriching the notion of "local system" into the notion of "filtered local system" (in general it amounts to considering "filtered Stokes G-local systems" as in [B11a] ).
Examples
First we will describe some examples where the centraliser group H is a maximal torus ( [B01b, B02b] ). Suppose B ± ⊂ G are a pair of opposite Borel subgroups, with unipotent radicals U ± ⊂ G. Thus if G = GL n (C) we could take B + to be the upper triangular subgroup of G so that U + ⊂ B + is the upper triangular subgroup with 1's on the diagonal and U − ⊂ B − are the corresponding lower triangular subgroups, so that T = B + ∩ B − is the diagonal torus.
Note that the product map U − × T × U + → G is an isomorphism onto its image, and this image G In other words, combining the above statements: the open subset G
• inherits a natural Poisson structure from the irregular Atiyah-Bott symplectic structure.
It also follows that the symplectic leaves are obtained by fixing the conjugacy class of the monodromy around the outer boundary of the disc, i.e. the symplectic leaves are the intersections C ∩ G
• , for conjugacy classes C ⊂ G. (2) ) the Poisson manifold G * ⊂ B + ×B − underlying the DrinfeldJimbo quantum group, and let G * denote its universal cover. Clearly the space G * is isomorphic to U + × T × U − and so G * ∼ = U + × t × U − . Thus there are covering maps
Now recall (from
• where s = exp(πiΛ), t = s 2 . Thus, since the coverings are isomorphisms at the level of tangent spaces, the Poisson structure on G o yields a Poisson structure on both G * and on G * . (In fact this universal covering, including Λ and not just t = exp(2πiΛ), was considered moduli theoretically from the start in [B01b] -this discrete choice of logarithm of the formal monodromy t corresponds to choosing an extension of the bundle across the puncture at z = 0.) This gauge theoretic Poisson structure on G * (coming from the fact it is a wild character variety) coincides with the Poisson structure on G * coming from the fact it is the quasi-classical limit of a quantum group:
The natural Poisson structure on G * arises from the geometry of irregular connections on a disk having poles of order two, and so the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group is the quantisation of a space of irregular connections.
Similarly there are analogous spaces with more unipotent factors: The manifold
r has a natural Poisson structure for any r ≥ 1, since it is isomorphic to the quotient G A r T /G. The symplectic leaves are obtained by fixing the G-conjugacy class of the product tS 2r · · · S 2 S 1 ∈ G, where S even ∈ U − , S odd ∈ U + , and t ∈ T .
The above examples arise from considering connections on a disc with just one marked point (and regular semisimple leading term of the irregular type). If we consider two such discs and glue them along their boundary to obtain a Riemann sphere with two marked points, then one obtains a quasi-Hamiltonian T × T space, which is in particular a holomorphic symplectic manifold (since T × T is abelian). In the case r = 1 this yields ( [B02b, B07a] ) the Lu-Weinstein "double symplectic groupoid" [LW89] , and so gives a moduli theoretic realisation of a class of symplectic manifolds first constructed abstractly for different reasons. In this context the irregular Riemann-Hilbert map yields a transcendental map from the total space of the cotangent bundle of G, to the double symplectic groupoid (see [B02b, B07a] ).
Alternatively we could glue on a disc with no marked points, thus yielding a quasiHamiltonian T -space (and so in particular a symplectic manifold). This corresponds to considering the symplectic leaf in the Poisson manifold G A r T /G determined by the identity conjugacy class in G. For example if we take r = 2 then one obtains the following symplectic manifolds.
is a symplectic manifold, of dimension equal to the number of roots of G.
Proof. It is a manifold since it is an open subset of U + U − ∼ = U + ×U − . Now consider the reduction B := G A 2 T / /G of the corresponding fission space by the action of G, at the value 1 of the G moment map. This reduction is a quasi-Hamiltonian T -space and so symplectic, and easily identified with (12).
The more recent developments [B09, B11a] involve the fission spaces G A r H for arbitrary subgroups H ⊂ G that arise as Levi factors of parabolics P ⊂ G: in particular H is again always a connected complex reductive group. This, with H nonabelian, allows us to glue several fission spaces end to end for sequences of reductive groups H 1 ⊂ H 2 ⊂ G (and varying parameters r).
For example suppose we restrict to general linear groups (so in turn each Levi factor H is a product of general linear groups). Then the resulting fission spaces can be used [B13] to set up a precise multiplicative version of the theory of Nakajima quiver varieties. This gives a new way to think about a large class of the wild character varieties as "multiplicative versions" of some quite well-known symplectic varieties.
In brief, given a graph Γ with nodes I and an I-graded vector space V = I V i define the vector space Rep(Γ, V ) of representations of the graph Γ on V to be the space of linear maps
along each edge in each direction. Here Γ is the double of Γ, i.e. the set of all possible oriented edges; given an oriented edge e, then h(e), t(e) ∈ I are the nodes at its head and tail resp. Given a choice of an orientation of Γ then Rep(Γ, V ) inherits a natural symplectic structure and it has a Hamiltonian action of the group G = I GL(V i ). Given a choice of a parameter λ ∈ C I , i.e. a scalar λ i ∈ C for each node, the Nakajima variety is the symplectic reduction
where λ i is identified with a scalar matrix in the centre of End(V i ), and so λ is a central value of the moment map. Up to isomorphism the resulting symplectic variety is independent of the chosen orientation of Γ. Now suppose G = GL(V ) for some vector space V and we consider the reduction
of some fission space (with r = 2) with respect to G (at the identity value of the G moment map). The space B looks as in (12), but with T replaced by H, and U ± by the unipotent radicals of a pair of opposite parabolics P ± = H · U ± ⊂ G. In particular H = I GL(V i ) for some grading V = I V i of V . Also, as a space, observe that U + × U − is isomorphic to Rep(Γ, V ) where Γ is the complete graph with nodes I. Further (as in (12)) B is an open subset of U + × U − . In other words we have:
H / /G is a quasiHamiltonian H-space and is an open subset, the subset of "invertible representations"
of the space of representations of the complete graph Γ on the vector space V = I V i .
For example if Γ is a triangle and each V i is one dimensional, the reductions Rep
I of the moment map) are complex surfaces (real dimension four), and are multiplicative analogues of the corresponding Nakajima varieties, which in this case are the A 2 asymptotically locally Euclidean gravitational instantons of Gibbons-Hawking [GH78] (deformations of the minimal resolution of C 2 /Z 3 ). In fact these multiplicative spaces Rep * (Γ, V )/ / q H are themselves gravitational instantons (complete hyperkähler manifolds), due to [BB04] , but with different asymptotics at infinity (cf. the conjectural list of the complex two-dimensional moduli spaces in [B12b] §3.2).
More generally one can consider also a pair of opposite parabolics Q ± ⊂ H in the group H, and thus the fission space H A K = H A 1 K determined by them (where K = Q + ∩ Q − ⊂ H is the common Levi subgroup). Then one can consider the gluing
and in turn its reduction ( G A 2 H H A K )/ /G, which is a quasi-Hamiltonian Kspace. Similarly to above, this reduction is naturally an open subset of the space of representations of a certain complete k-partite graph, and all complete k-partite graphs arise in this way (k is the number of factors occurring in the intermediate group H here). In turn, one may glue such graphs together to yield canonical open subsets of spaces of representations of general graphs, and then form the reduction to obtain many symplectic manifolds, and thus a full theory of "multiplicative quiver varieties" (see [B13] for more details).
In this way a large class of fission varieties are determined by coloured graphs (we colour the graph so each coloured piece is a complete k-partite graph). However only for special coloured graphs, such as the "supernova graphs", are these fission varieties actually wild character varieties, as shown in [B13] . This leads to a theory of "Dynkin diagrams" for the wild character varieties (in fact for the full hyperkähler manifolds with all their different structures). One consequence of this theory, parameterising wild character varieties by certain graphs, is that the Weyl group and root system of the Kac-Moody algebra whose Dynkin diagram is the graph, plays an important role (see [B12c, B13] ). 7.1. Diagonal parts, and their multiplicative version. Let O ⊂ g ∼ = g * be a (co)adjoint orbit for the complex reductive group G. As is well-known O is naturally a Hamiltonian G space with moment map given by the inclusion
The orbit method suggests we compare coadjoint orbits with representations V of G, and given a representation one usually studies it by restricting to a maximal torus T ⊂ G and decomposing it into simultaneous eigenspaces of T , i.e. the weight spaces of the representation. In the classical/geometric version this means considering O as a T -space, rather than as a G-space. The action of T is again Hamiltonian with moment map given by the dual of the inclusion t ⊂ g:
Using an invariant inner product to identify g * ∼ = g and t * ∼ = t the T moment map becomes the map taking the "diagonal part"
In the case of compact groups the image of such orbits under the diagonal part map was much studied by Kostant [Kos73] and Heckman [Hec82] , and this led to the Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg convexity theorem.
The rough idea is that when we view V as a quantisation of O, the individual weight spaces V λ ⊂ V should be quantisations of the symplectic reductions
of O by T at the value λ ∈ t * of the moment map. This is the viewpoint taken in Knutson's thesis [Knu96] who studied such "weight varieties" (13) in the case of compact groups. Now the multiplicative analogue of a coadjoint orbit is a conjugacy class C ⊂ G, and, by [AMM98] , it is a quasi-Hamiltonian G-space with moment map given by the inclusion. However, we do not have a "multiplicative diagonal part" map G → T so it is not immediately clear how to convert a quasi-Hamiltonian G-space into a quasi-Hamiltonian T -space.
A solution to this is suggested by the fission operation. Let G A T = G A 1 T be a fission space (with r = 1) associated to a pair of opposite Borel subgroups B ± = T · U ± ⊂ G. Then if we have a quasi-Hamiltonian G-space M we may glue on the fission space G A T to obtain a quasi-Hamiltonian T -space:
Thus fission gives a way to break the structure group from G to the maximal torus T (hence the name "fission"). In the case M = C ⊂ G the resulting quasi-Hamiltonian T -space C G A T may be identified with the intersection of C with the "big cell" U + T U − ⊂ G and the moment map is then given by the (inverse of the) T -component. (Of course since T is abelian a quasi-Hamiltonian T -space is in particular a complex symplectic manifold.)
Of course it is not immediately clear that this is the right thing to do-it is strange to have to restrict to an open subset, since we didn't need to in the additive case.
However in the case G = GL n (C) the weight varieties have an alternative description, and it is clear what the multiplicative versions of them are, and they are isomorphic to the "multiplicative weight varieties" (
Theorem 20. For any weight variety O/ / λ T for the group G = GL n (C) there is an integer m, and coadjoint orbits
More precisely this holds at the level of subsets of stable points, and in the case at hand each of the orbits O i can be taken to be an orbit of rank one matrices (1 ≤ i ≤ n). This arises by thinking about the reduction of T * Hom(C m , C n ) via the natural action of T × GL m (C), in two different ways. Said differently these are two of the ways to "read" a star-shaped Nakajima quiver variety in terms of moduli spaces of connections (cf. [B07c, B08] and the more general results in [B12c] §9)-in fact this type of result comes about by thinking about the Fourier-Laplace transform on spaces of meromorphic connections on the Riemann sphere-see [B10] Diagram 1 and references therein-in other terms this isomorphism is also a precise version of Harnad's duality [Har94] .
In particular, from the moduli space interpretation of the weight variety and its dual (14), we know immediately what their "multiplicative versions" are, namely we look at the corresponding (wild) character varieties, on the other side of the (irregular) Riemann-Hilbert correspondence:
First (14) is a moduli space of logarithmic connections on the trivial rank m vector bundle on the Riemann sphere, having a first order pole at n distinct points a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ C, and a further pole at ∞ (cf. e.g. [B01b] §2). The corresponding irregular curve is just the Riemann sphere with marked points a 1 , . . . , a n , ∞ (with trivial irregular types), and so the corresponding (tame) character varieties are of the form
for conjugacy classes C 1 , . . . , C n , C ∞ ⊂ GL m (C). These are the multiplicative versions of (14). For sufficiently generic (nonresonant) orbits the Riemann-Hilbert map is a holomorphic map from (14) to (15).
Secondly the complex weight varieties O/ / λ T are moduli spaces of meromorphic connections on the trivial bundle over the Riemann sphere, with poles only at 0, ∞, having trivial irregular type at ∞, and irregular type Q = A/z at z = 0, for some regular semi-simple element A ∈ t. The orbit O specifies the orbit of the residue at ∞, and the weight λ ∈ t ∼ = t * specifies the residue of the formal diagonalisation dQ+λdz/z of (6) at z = 0 (viewing {λ} as a coadjoint orbit of T ). It is a nice exercise to see that the moduli space of such connections is the symplectic quotient O/ / λ T (i.e. that fixing the residue of the normal form at 0 amounts to fixing the diagonal part, cf. [B01a] -note that here we are working with singular connections on bundles on the compact curve P 1 , rather than algebraic connections on the punctured curve).
The corresponding irregular curve is thus (P 1 , (0, ∞), (Q, 0)) with two marked points and the given irregular types. Moreover, unwinding the definitions, the corresponding wild character varieties are of the form a point (i.e. a conjugacy class of T ) . In other words they are the varietes we proposed above to call the "multiplicative weight varieties". Again for sufficiently generic (nonresonant) orbits the irregular Riemann-Hilbert map is a holomorphic map from the weight variety to its multiplicative version (in fact this holds for all reductive groups-and so gives a good justification that we have the right definition). A key point is that the irregular type Q thus provides a natural mechanism to break the structure group from G to T .
A further justification arises since the multiplicative version of Theorem 20 holds:
Theorem 21. For any multiplicative weight variety (C G G A T )/ / q T for the group G = GL n (C) there is an integer m, and conjugacy classes C 1 , . . . ,
Strictly speaking, again we should add the caveat of restricting to stable points here (for sufficiently generic conjugacy classes everything is stable, cf. [B11a] §9.2). Such isomorphisms arise by computing the action of the Fourier-Laplace transform on Betti data, and many generalisations are possible (see [B13] ). In other words the fission space G A T plays a similar role to that of the space T * Hom(C m , C n ) in the additive version above.
Remark 22. As already noted in [B07c, B08] the additive duality above may be viewed as a generalisation of (the complexification of) the duality used by GelfandMacPherson [GM82] in their study of Grassmannians and the dilogarithm. In fact in [HK97] (7.5) Hausmann-Knutson enquired about the generalisation of the GelfandMacPherson duality to the multiplicative case, for compact groups-whilst this is not clear, we are saying that the complexification has a nice multiplicative version, and a longer history (going back to Fourier-Laplace, or really to Poincaré and Birkhoff for the study of the Fourier-Laplace transform in the context of irregular connectionssee the references in [BJL81] ). Such ideas were used to give the first intrinsic derivation of the Regge symmetry of the 6j-symbols in [B07b] .
Remark 23. Again in the context of compact groups, the multiplicative version of the diagonal part δ map, is the "Iwasawa projection" δ, which appears in Kostant's nonlinear convexity theorem [Kos73] . The possibility of finding a map intertwining δ and δ (twisting the exponential map appropriately) was discovered by Duistermaat [Dui84] . From the moduli space viewpoint, such twistings arise naturally as certain connection matrices between the two poles of the irregular connections [B01a] (see also the review in [B12a] ). In a similar spirit the irregular Riemann-Hilbert map gives many naturally occuring Ginzburg-Weinstein isomorphisms k * ∼ = K * (see op. cit.).
Many generalisations of this set-up can be (and have been) considered. Some of the simplest possibilities are as follows.
1) The condition that the leading coefficient A ∈ t (appearing in the irregular type Q) is regular implies that the centralizer group H is a maximal torus and on the other side of the duality implies that the first n orbits/conjugacy classes are of minimal dimension. If we relax this condition, allowing any A ∈ t, the duality still holds, and this leads to the fact that any genus zero tame character variety (for a general linear group) is isomorphic to a wild character variety of the form
for some classes C ⊂ G,C ⊂ H (whereC ′ denotes the inverse conjugacy class toC), i.e. it is isomorphic to a symplectic wild character variety for an irregular curve of the form Σ = (P 1 , (0, ∞), (Q, 0)) with Q = A/z for some A ∈ t (see [B13] Theorem 1.5 for more details-the additive version is a special case of results of [B12c] §9).
Thus in terms of pole orders, in genus zero for general linear groups, we have an equivalence
between the tame case and the simplest irregular case. Even though the Stokes data might look strange (involving unipotent subgroups), we actually get moduli spaces isomorphic to well-known/much studied spaces. Of course there are many wild character varieties beyond this simple case, that are not isomorphic to a tame case.
2) The next simplest case is, symbolically (in terms of pole orders):
i.e. allowing a pole of order two (from a nontrivial irregular type of the form A/z at one point) on both sides, and allowing arbitrarily many simple poles on each side. The additive version of this duality is the context of Harnad's duality [Har94] . Here the additive moduli spaces are of the form
The duality changes the rank m and exchanges the number of orbits n with the number of factors of the groups H (i.e. the number of distinct eigenvalues of A), and has a nice interpretation in terms of quivers (cf. [B07c, B08, B12c] ). The corresponding multiplicative moduli spaces (wild character varieties) are of the form
The multiplicative duality (see [B13] ) again has a nice interpretation in terms of quivers, and comes from the computation of the action of the Fourier-Laplace transform on Betti data.
This example shows in fact that the eigenvalues of A (the coefficient of the irregular type Q = A/z) correspond on the other side to the positions a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ C of the poles (of the tame singularities in the complex plane). This provided motivation for the notion of "irregular curve", since the moduli of the pointed curve (P 1 , (a 1 , . . . , a n , ∞)) matches with the choice of the irregular type Q on the other side (so one gets a precise correspondence between the moduli of irregular curves on both sides, including the pole positions and the irregular type on both sides). Said differently, in these examples there are two groups of pole positions, only one of which is expressed as actual pole positions at any given time (one passes to the other side of the duality to realize the irregular type as genuine pole positions). Thus in this example it is not at all surprising that the irregular type "behaves the same way" as the moduli of the pointed curve, since under the duality they are swapped over. Thus the notion of irregular curve can be seen as a natural generalisation of the notion of curve with marked points. This viewpoint is especially useful when we consider deformations/braiding below.
3) The next simplest class of examples involves connections having a pole of order three, i.e. an irregular type of the form Q = A/z 2 + B/z for some A, B ∈ t ⊂ gl n (C). The simplest set-up is to take Σ = (P 1 , 0, Q), i.e. the Riemann sphere with just one marked point, with such Q. We will call such a curve Σ a "type 3 irregular curve". The class of moduli spaces which appear in this case is incredibly rich, since for example:
). All of the (stable) wild character varieties which occur in cases 1) or 2) above, i.e. with poles of type 2+1+· · ·+1, are isomorphic to a wild character variety of a type 3 irregular curve Σ.
In brief whereas originally we had two groups of "pole positions" which could be swapped over, we now have k groups of "pole positions", where k is the number of distinct eigenvalues of the leading term A of the irregular type Q = A/z 2 + B/z. Any one of these groups of "pole positions" can be realised as an actual tuple of pole positions of connections with poles of the form 3 + 1 + · · ·+ 1 (on a lower rank bundle, and with one less eigenvalue in the leading term at the pole of order 3). The full story (see [B12c] ) is that in fact we may act on the eigenvalues of A with arbitrary Möbius transformations, moving them around in the Riemann sphere, and when a particular eigenvalue is moved to infinity then the corresponding group of "pole positions" are realised as actual pole positions. In the case k = 2 we get moduli spaces isomorphic to those considered earlier, but in general we get new moduli spaces (with more collections of pole positions). For more details see [B13] , or [B12c] which studied the simpler additive version of this set-up in detail, and related such isomorphisms between moduli spaces to automorphisms of the Weyl algebra.
Wild mapping class groups
The usual story of braid/mapping class group actions on (tame) character varieties may be described as follows. are homotopy equivalences and so the fundamental groups (and thus the character varieties) are identified:
). For example taking B = C m \ diagonals to be the configuration space of m-tuples of points in the plane leads to a Poisson action of the pure Artin braid group π 1 (B) on the genus zero character varieties, and in the higher genus case one obtains action of the mapping class group. More generally one can consider unordered points (replacing the sections a i by a multisection) and obtain actions of the full (non-pure) Artin/type A braid groups.
For us the key point is that a similar story also holds true in the more general context of irregular curves, not just the tame case considered above, and there is interesting braiding of the irregular types. The main statement is as follows. More precisely (see [B11a] ) the wild character varieties again fit together into the fibres of fibre bundle over B, with a natural complete flat nonlinear Poisson connection, and the action of π 1 (B) arises from integrating this connection. An earlier analytic approach to this result appeared in [B99, B01b] , and that was given a supersymmetric interpretation in [Wit08] .
It is clear that such a result will not hold under arbitrary deformations of the irregular types Q i , since the dimensions of the wild character varieties will change (cf. (9) and [B11a] Rmk 9.12 for the formula for the dimension). The condition of only allowing "admissible" deformations of the irregular curve generalises the notion of deforming a curve with marked points such that the curve remains smooth and the marked points do no coalesce. It brings into play certain hyperplanes in the space of deformations of irregular types, and thus leads to deformation spaces with interesting fundamental groups. The general definition is as follows.
Definition 26. An "admissible deformation" of an irregular curve Σ 0 , consists of a family of irregular curves (with one fibre isomorphic to Σ 0 ), such that 1) each fibre Σ b is smooth, 2) the marked points remain distinct, and 3) for any i = 1, . . . , m and any root α ∈ R ⊂ t * of g, the order of the pole of
does not change, where Q i is the irregular type at the ith marked point.
Simple examples of admissible deformations were considered by Jimbo-Miwa-Ueno [JMU81] who looked at the genus zero case for general linear groups, and imposed the condition that the leading coefficient at each irregular singularity had distinct eigenvalues. Since for general linear groups the roots correspond to the differences of the eigenvalues, this is a special type of admissible deformation when all the pole orders α • Q i are the same (at each marked point).
For example taking the case of poles of type 2 + 1 (as in §7.1) for the group G = GL n (C) we could take
so an element A ∈ B determines an irregular curve Σ A = (P 1 , (0, ∞), (A/z, 0)) and so we obtain an admissible family of irregular curves over B in this way, and thus a Poisson action of the Artin braid group π 1 (B) = π 1 (t reg ) on the corresponding wild character varieties. In this case (for general linear groups) the duality described in §7.1 is braid group equivariant: all these wild character varieties are isomorphic to tame genus zero character varieties and the braid group actions match up.
If we start instead with arbitrary A ∈ t in this example, then, as in (17), all the tame genus zero (general linear) character varieties are obtained as wild character varieties, and again the duality is braid group equivariant (the admissibility condition is that no further eigenvalues of A should coalesce).
In these examples only Artin braid groups (type A) are obtained: on the tame side this is because we are moving around pole positions in the complex plane, and on the irregular side it is because we are working with the structure group GL n (C). Thus although it is not at all clear how to generalise the tame picture to obtain generalised braid groups (associated to other groups G), it is clear on the irregular side: we just need to work with irregular connections on principal G-bundles, rather than vector bundles, and extend the theory of Stokes data to this context. This was carried out in [B02a] -in the simplest case one considers B = t reg = {A ∈ t α(A) = 0 for all roots α} where t ⊂ g = Lie(G) is a Cartan subalgebra of our fixed complex reductive group G (for example G = E 8 × G 2 × SO 8 ). Thus an element A ∈ B determines an irregular curve Σ A = (P 1 , (0, ∞), (A/z, 0)) and so we obtain an admissible family of irregular curves in this way, and thus a Poisson action of the pure g-braid group π 1 (B) = π 1 (t reg ) = P g on the corresponding wild character varieties. (One can extend this to the full braid groups B g = π 1 (t reg /W ) by considering "bare irregular curves", as discussed in [B11a] .)
In this simplest case such a braid group action had been seen before. More precisely if we consider the local version with such irregular type Q = A/z on a disk (around z = 0) then the Poisson action lifts to the framed wild character varieties (adding in a T -framing at 0), which are the Poisson manifolds G * → G * → G • . Such a Poisson action (of B g on G * ) was written down in [DCKP92] by computing the quasi-classical limit of the so-called quantum Weyl group action (which is essentially a B g action on the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group, constructed by generators and relations by Lusztig, Soibelman, Kirillov-Reshetikhin). Next, as mentioned in §7.1, these are isomorphic to special cases of the wild character varieties of type 3 irregular curves. In general type 3 irregular curves may have k groups of "pole positions", and thus one may consider admissible families of type 3 irregular curves over
for any integers n i (as in [B08, B12c] ).
In general, given any irregular curve Σ, one would consider a universal space M(Σ) of admissible deformations of Σ, generalising the moduli space/stack of smooth curves with marked points in the tame case, and then obtain a flat Poisson bundle of wild character varieties over M(Σ), and thus a Poisson action of the fundamental group π 1 (M(Σ)) (the "wild mapping class group") on the wild character variety M B (Σ).
Appendix A. Singular directions and Stokes groups
Suppose we have a smooth curve Σ, a point a ∈ Σ and an irregular type Q at a. This appendix will recall the definition of the singular directions A ⊂ ∂ and the Stokes groups Sto d (Q) ⊂ G for each d ∈ A.
Recall T ⊂ G is a maximal torus, and let t ⊂ g denote the corresponding Lie algebras. Let R ⊂ t * be the roots of g so that g = t ⊕ Definition 28. A direction d ∈ ∂ is a "singular direction supported by α", (or an "anti-Stokes direction") if q α has a pole, and exp(q α (z)) has maximal decay as z → 0 in the direction d.
Thus if c α /z k is the most singular term of q α , with c α ∈ C * (in a local coordinate z vanishing at a), and k ≥ 1, then the singular directions supported by α are those along which the function c α /z k is real and negative. Let A ⊂ ∂ be the finite set of singular directions (for all roots α). If d ∈ A is a singular direction let R(d) ⊂ R denote the (nonempty) subset of roots supporting d.
Definition 29. The Stokes group Sto d (Q) ⊂ G is the subgroup of G generated by the root groups exp(g α ) for all α ∈ R(d).
It follows that Sto d (Q) is a unipotent subgroup of G, normalised by H = C G (Q), of dimension equal to #R(d).
For example (similarly to [B02a] ) if Σ = ∆ is the unit disc in C, and Q = −A/z (so that dQ = Adz/z 2 ) then A is the set of rays from 0 to the nonzero points in the set R, A ⊂ C, where the angled brackets denote the natural pairing between t * and t. Further R(d) is then the set of roots landing on the ray d (and in C * ) under the map · , A : R → C. If we replace Q = −A/z by Q ′ = −A/z k in this example, the picture is similar except each root is repeated k times as we go around the circle (i.e. we just pull-back under the map z → z k ). The cases where Q has multiple terms (so that the components q α may have different degrees as α varies) are more complicated since different roots repeat with different frequencies as we go around the circle. Nonetheless the resulting spaces of Stokes data can be obtained by gluing together the simpler spaces with just one term (cf. [B11a] Prop. 7.12).
The set of "levels" of an irregular type Q is the set of degrees {deg(q α ) α ∈ R} \ {0} ⊂ Z >0 that occur. Thus the level of a root α is the number of times it is repeated as we go around the circle ∂. By gluing the fission spaces end to end, an induction is possible with respect to the number of levels. Note that if the leading term A r of Q is regular semisimple then Q has just one level: this condition means that α(A r ) = 0 for all roots. Thus this condition is a simple way to avoid the complications that arise in the multi-level cases.
